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Art Masterpiece:  

Silver on Black, White, Yellow, and Red, 1948  
by  

Jackson Pollock 
_________________________________________________________ 

 

Keywords:   Abstract Expressionism, Action 

Painting, Tempera 

Grade: 3rd Grade  

Activity:  Large Collective Mural-Pollock 

Style 

Month: October/November 

Extras: Pollock Word Search Hand Out (or 

with teachers permission they can all watch 

outside)  

 

Meet The Artist:   

• Jackson Pollock was born in Wyoming in 1912. 

• He is best known for the huge paintings he made by splattering, 

throwing and dripping paint onto his canvas.   

• To him, the important part of his art was how he did it.  He liked to 

call his work Action Painting- He would tack his canvas to the floor 

and quickly walk around it while throwing, splattering and dripping his 

paint. 

• He wanted people to see and feel the energy he used when he painted. 

His goal was to fill his paintings with movement, color and energy. 

Sometimes the paint created beautiful and colorful shapes, other 

times - there were no shapes at all. When a painting has no 

recognizable or natural objects in it, it is called Abstract.  When 

abstract art represents a lot of emotions and feelings it is called 

Abstract Expressionism.   

• Jackson died in a car accident in 1956. He was 44 years old. 

• Today people still recognize his work and the original style he created. 

 

 



 

 

Possible Questions 

 

o How does this painting make you feel? 

o What makes you feel that way? Do you think the artist felt that way? 

o How many different colors do you see? How do the colors make you 

feel? 

o Pick a line in the print-is it possible to follow it through the painting? 

Hard to tell where it starts, stops or starts again. Do you think Pollock 

planned out his art? 

o Do you think Pollock used only a brush?  What else would he paint 

with-where does it look that way? 

o Why do you think he called his style of art action painting? 

 

Activity:   Large Collective Mural-Pollock Style 

 

NOTE:  THIS ACTIVITY IS DONE IN TURNS-STUDENTS SHOULD BE 

SENT TO PAINT OUTSIDE, 4 OR 5 AT A TIME. The rest of the class will 

play outside as a group (maybe try simon says) until their turn. ALSO, BE 

WARNED, THIS ACTIVITY IS MESSY BUT IT’S A FAVORITE! 

 

Tell students we are going to be making our own mural in the style of 

Jackson Pollock.  Explain that they will take turns “Action Painting” on a 

large canvas outside. They will get to use tempera paint (paint made out of 

tints mixed with a natural protein base) and objects like squirt bottles, 

straws and cups to help make their art look like Jackson Pollock’s. 

 

Materials Needed:    One twin size flat white sheet, gadgets for painting:  

mustard bottles, paintbrushes, straws, cup with a hole and toothbrushes etc. 

Tempera paint (various colors.), paper towels for blotting/clean-up 

 

Process: 1. Tack the sheet down to the ground in a grassy area. 

2. Have the paint ready to go.  (One color in the bottles, one 

color for the paintbrushes, one to be dripped, one for the 

straws, etc). 

3. Student will be excused four at a time to come out and work 

on the mural. Have them put on their painting shirts. 



4. Assign the students a color. Explain that they will be painting 

like Jackson Pollock.  If necessary, demonstrate how to paint 

using the different gadgets.  

5. Let them paint wherever they choose but try to cover the 

canvas evenly.  

6. After 5 to 10 minutes (depending on the size of class) have 

them finish up and then let the next group of students take 

their turn. 

7.  When finished and dried, display the artwork as one large 

mural.  When it is ready to be returned to the students, cut the 

mural into smaller squares so everyone can have a swatch of it 

to take home. 

 

*KEEP ART WORK, IT WILL BE DISPLAYED IN ART 

WALK! 

 
Notes –  

• This is a very messy project, encourage smocks for students 

• If you can get more adult supervision – ideally 3 helpers for 

project 

• Have an outside game you can play with students once they have 

had their turn to create on the canvas 

• Move the canvas back inside and lay across several tables in art 

room to dry 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

Art Masterpiece – Grayed Rainbow- Oct./Nov. – 3
rd
 Grade 

Artist – Jackson Pollock = Grayed Rainbow  

 

Today we studied Grayed Rainbow by Jackson 

Pollock. He is best known for the huge paintings he 
made by splattering, throwing and dripping paint onto 

his canvas. To him, the important part of his art was 

how he did it. He liked to call his work Action 

Painting- He would tack his canvas to the floor and 

quickly walk around it while throwing, splattering and 

dripping his paint.  He wanted people to see and feel 

the energy he used when he painted. His goal was to 

fill his paintings with movement, color and energy. The 3rd grade had so much fun creating 

their “class collaboration”. This project will be stored at school for the Art Walk in the 

Spring. The students are excited for you to see their work!  
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